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looBomlc Traodi 

The basic data covering production, employment and value added la the basic metal 

Industries of Asia are preeented la Appendices to this report. 

Output.   In economic ternis, the basic metal sector has long been seen as one of 

the key sectors In development, aad has been given correspondingly heavy emphasis 

In most national development plans.    The result has been a relatively high rate 

of growth In output when comparad with the other Industrial sectors covered la this 

survey.   This Is particularly toe case In Asia.   As can be seen in Table 3, though 

output In this sector Is still much smaller man In Latin America ($885 million, 

compared with $1,436 million I» 1968) It has grown much more rapidly, by 120 per 

cent since 1960, compared with 72 per cent In Latin America. 

Though there have been important developments In Integrated iteel work«, notably 

In India, a very large part of this activity has consisted of fabrication of Imported 

primary products, re-rolllng of blooms and slabs, scrap furnaces etc. 

Until recently, primary production of iron and steel In the developing countries of 

Asia was concentrated very largely In India, the only country with a market large 

enough to support a basic Integrated steelworks of economic sise.   India's share 

of total output of primary steel in Asia was still over 75 per cent in 1969 and only 

Turkey, Taiwan and South Korea among other developing countries In Asia, 

produced appreciable quantities.   Similarly, Asia's share of output of steel In 

the developing world sa a whole has remained fairly constant, at between 40 aad 

80 per cent In the 1960-1969 period.    Output of pig-Iron, on the other hand, has 

not grown as fast as elsewhere, and In 1969 accounted for 48 per oent of the total, 
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oompared with over 58 per Mat la I860.    In terms of world output, Asia's «hare 

of production of ferrous motáis Is still very small Indeed. 

la certain non-ferrous metals, however, Asian contribution Is more substantial. 

Malaysia Is by far the world's biggest producer of tin, accounting for over 40 per 

cent of known world production outside China.    The pattern of production of 

primary aluminium Is somewhat similar to that of ferrous metals, with the Asian 

I bloc accounting for a substantial share (over 36 per cent) of total output by 

developing countries, and with India accounting for the bulk of production within 

I the bloc.    Aluminium production has grown much more rapidly than that of Iron 

and steel, as elsewhere In the world. 

I 
Zinc, lead, copper and nickel are all produced in various parts of the area, but 

| nowhere do they account for more than a very small part of world supplies. 

Imployment 

Employment in the basic metal industry, as can be seen from Table 6 has grown 

more rapidly In Asia than elsewhere In developing countries, and value added per 

employee has, in consequence, tended to fall (Table 2). 

Trad».   Basic metals are to a large extent produced In developing countries in 

substitution of Imports, and exports are nil or negligible for most countries. 

Imports of ferrous and non-ferrous Ingots and other forms of primary product for 

re-rolling and further fabrication are still substantial, due partly to the high 

cost of local low-volume production in relation to that of imported metal. 
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Consumption.    There hat been a relatively rapid growth in aluminium 

consumption (averaging 12.6 per oast par annum in the 19*4-1 M9 period) a 

•lightly leaa rapid growth in Iron and steel, lesa rapid still m sine, and a sharp 

fall In the early INO's, followed by a recovery   in consumption of oopper and 

tin.   This waa due mainly to oompetltlon from aluminium In an Important end- 

use for the two metals - cooking utensils.    Growing requirements m other end- 

use s, particularly in electrical uses for oopper, are mainly responsible for the 

renewed growth la the second half of the period. 

Technological Treads 

Types of Product.   The baste metal Industries la the various oountrlea of Asia 

have developed In a variety of ways, and product treads are correspondingly varied} 

but the most Important broad development to date has been the growth of small- 

scale fabricating activities:   India still remains the only significant producer of 

crude steel In the area, and major rolling mills are still relatively few. 

Typical products of partly fabrication are reinforcing rods, light sections, 

tubes, wire and extrusions of various types. 

This line of development can be expected to continue, but emphasis Is now 

moving towards Integration "upstream", into seml-fabrlcation and primary production, 

helped by recent developments, such as continuous casting, which have slgnlfloaatly 

reduced the economic sise of primary units.    Integrated planta are now pi aimed 

or under construction in Pakistan, Indonesia, As Philippines and Malaysia. 
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Value Added par Pirxm.   Tale It significantly tower la Aala than la Latin Amarlo« 

aad Afrloa, attributable to the higher proportion of output la til« Motor aooouatod 

for by relatively labour-lataaalve patty fabrication (la contrast to Latin Amar loa 

aad Afrloa, where capital-Intanalve Integrated primary production la more 

Important).   Comparad with developed eoonomlas, the dlaparlty la valu» added 

par head In Aala la high #1,193 par head la Aala, $«,394 la developed market 

eooaomlee). 

4Mjyv mTnnwnnia~y»JPi>   a> a> mraaawgr 

Industrial Capacity.   Aa ladloatad above, the Investment tread la the baalc mátala 

aeotor la Aala la towarda the heavier aad of the laduatry, toward« prtaaary production 

(latagratad steelworks) aad heavy rolling mill«.   A larga part of thle will take 

placa la India, where there are plana to antead moat of the existing worka, plus a 

new plant at Bokaro.   There ara alto plana for latagratad steal worka, at varloua 

nwwanjnnmTnr *ja> **«/* Vftv^n^swsa^paavt   inn s ann» amusjan» ^•pajS^nal awVanrw naama»  wmrnm^ ^   anamon^n^S; VWnt a   cnannm^mnjgfgyinw« 

Ceylon (where a new plant has raoaatly boon nompl alert), toath Karon, Thailand 

and the Philippines. 
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LATIN AMERICA 

Eoonomic Traoda 

Output.    Thoufh production st UM tetto » «tali Motor te« not grown at rapidly in 

Lattai America as In Asia (by 40 por ooat 196S-66, oomparod with 91 per cent In Asia), 

Latin America romaine by fer the moot Important part of the developing world In 

hule metal production, accounting for nome 17 por cent of total value added in the 

sector by developing countries in 1968 (MO Table 3).      Primary production of 

Iron and steel on a largo scale has boon long established in Brasil, Morocco, Chile, 

Argentina and Colomb», Joined by Vonesuela in 1946.   hi many countries of the 

area, local production now supplies 80 per cent or more of steel requirements ,and 

Latin America accounts for 54 per cent of total eteel produced in developing countries. 

hi non-ferrous metals, Latin America accounts for 100 per cent of developing world 

production of nickel, 77 per cent of lead, 53 per cent of «ine and 43 per cent of copper 

production.    It« share is less im portant in tin and aluminium production. 

Employment.    Employment in the basic mewls sector has risen in Latin America 

hi the six year« to 1968, but rather more slowly than in Asia and Africa - by 3.6 per 

cent a year on average, oomparod with 7. 6 per cent in developing countries generally. 

This reflects to a large extent the greater emphasis in Latin America on capital- 

intensive activity as opposed to the development of labour-intensive activities which 

have featured in Asia. 

Trade.    Like other developing areas, Latin America is still a not importer of many 

basic metal products, though Mexico, Argentina and Brasil are to a largo extent 

self-sufficient in most of the basic steel semis.    Indeed, Brasil has an exportable 

surplus of flat products, and Argentina of other steel products,    m the following 

table, the role of Imports in domestic consumption of steel in 1966 is oomparod 

with the I960 position: 

1 
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Proportion of Stool Inporte 
hi Tote! Domitic Consumption in I960 and 1966 
(importe ai % of apparent oonaumption) 

INO 1886 
Argantina 81.5 48.7 
Bruii 13. S 5.7 
Chile 14.1 18.4 
Colombia 58.« 44.1 
Mexico 1S.0 10.1 
Peru 70. S 78.7 
Uruguay ti. 7 78.7 
Veneiuela 80. S 47.8 

Source:   Long-term trends and problema of 
tao European Stool ted. ICI. 

CooaumpUon.   Coooum-tion of ateol tea grown moro rapidly In Latin Amerio*, and 

in other doveloping countries, than in developed market eoonomioa in the 1980-87 

period, at an annual rate of growth averaging «, 5 per cent (oomparod with 5. S par 

cent in developed oountrleo). 

Trend* in consumption of aoa-ferroue momia nave boon mixed.    Copper oonaumption 

in 1909 continued to recover from a declining trend to 19 67.    The trend in 

aluminium consumption has boon strongly ria mg in the 1984-1989 period, averaging 

over 11 per cent a year, oomparod with S. 5 per cent on developed market 

economie«.    Conaumption of other non-ferrous mótala haa grown more alowiy. 

Technological Tronda 

I 
Ï 

Typ— of Product.    The product mix te Latte America la somewhat almilar to teat 

found in Aaia.    Concrete reinforcing roda and light eectiona are the moat widely 

produced producta, together accounting for 36 per cent of total output in the area in 

1966.    In tonnage torma, a larger ahare of output - 43 per cent - ia accounted for 

by platea and eheet, produced hi 1986 in Argentina, Bratti, Colombia, Chile and 

Mexico - countries in which the ateol induatry ia moat developed. 
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Value Added Per Perion.    This li substantially higher in Latin America than in 

Asia, due mainly to the greater emphasis upon relatively capital-intensive primary 

production.    Productivity rose by nearly 30 per cent in the period 1960-1967.    This 

compares win 21 per cent in Asia, and is virtually identical to trends in developed 

market economies. 

Investment Treads 

Industrial Capacity.    In the five years to 1M6 .steel making capacity in Latin 

America has grown from 6.9 to 11.2 million tonnes, and its share of the world total 

from 1.4 per cent to 2.1 per cent.    The industry has not, of course, developed at 

a uniform pace in all the countries of the area, though development has been more 

evenly distributed than it has been in Asia,     The industry is at its most fully 

developed in Brasil, Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela and Chile; Colombia, Peru 

and Uruguay lag some way behind the leaders, but have made significant progress 

in the past 15 years; among the remaining countries the industry is largely at aa 

embryonic stage of development. 

In non-ferrous metals, investment has to a large extent gone into the maintenance 

and modernisation of existing facilities, aad net capacity has remained substantially 

the same. 

ProsjBscts aad Plana 
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I 

Major developments are planned in the steel industries of Mexico, Brasil, aad 

Argentina,    in the following table, the additions which these developments will 

make to productive capacity in these aad other countries la Latta America art 

summarised. 
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Amt riet, 18««-197fi 
[»i annum) 

IN«- 1971- 
I                      Country             1Ì70 1975 Totti 

Arftattaa                 - 2, MO 2, «60 
»nail                       - 4,460 4,460 
Catta 600 «00 
Colombia 600 600 
attrito               1,060 - 1,060 
P»ni                      260 - 260 
Vtnasutla          - 600 600 

1,800 8,600 10,100 

• Sourc«:   ft. Suaras, " Praatat Statuì and fcture of ta« Iron tad Itoti 
" toduatry of tao Latta American Couatritt", praaaattd to tat tamad 
- tattrragtoatl tympoatam oa tat Iron and fitti Indu«try, afoaoow, iftM, 
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1 
AFRICA 

Economic Traode 

Africa has the least developod basic metals sector of the three developing country 

areas.   Though petty fabrication of iron and steel and of copper and other non- 

ferrous metals has a lengthy history in many parts of the continent, it Is not until 

quite recently that large-scale operations have been established.    The Republic of 

South Africa Is excluded from this chapter, and Included among the developed market 

economies, In line with the grouping of statistical data. 

Output.    Small-scale production of steel from ore takes place In Rhodesia, Algeria, 

Morocco, U.A.R. and Tunisia.    Elsewhere, the ferrous metals sector Is represented 

by scrap furnaces, re-rolling facilities and light fabrication (galvanised sheeting, 

reinforcing rods etc.) based on scrap and Imported steel.       Semis production 

has grown more slowly In Africa than In other developing countries, and  In 1969 

Africa accounted for only 1.5 per cent of total output in developing market economies, 

compared with 2.3 per cent In 1960. 

Africa's share In developing countries' output of non-ferrous metals Is more 

substantial, with 55 per cent of copper (bom Zambia and Congo being major suppliera 

to the world market) and a third of aluminium produced In 1969. 

Overall, Its share In terms of value added In the sector Is put at 7.3 per cent of 

developing countries In 1968, compared with 11.4 per cent In 1960. 

Imnjoyment.      Somewhat surprisingly, the data presented la Table 5     Indicate 

that there has been a decline since 1966 In the numbers employed in the sector, fien 

19,000 to 27,000 In 1967. 



Trade «With the local buie metals sector relatively undeveloped, imports supply a 

much larger share of demand in Africa than in Asia or Latin America (In 1965, 91, 

48 and 32 per cent, respectively).    Imports consist to a very large extent of steel 

semis.  Uganda is a small but notable exception to this rule, supplying over three 

quarters of its steel requirements locally. 

In non-ferrous metals, Africa is a substantial net exporter, accounting for over 12 

per cent of world exports. 

Consumption.   This has, like production, growth more slowly In Africa rasa la 

other parts of the developing world, Africa's share of total steel consumption la 

developing countries, In consequence,has fallen from over 10 per cent la 1960 to 7.3 

per cent In 1967. 

In non-ferrous metals, which account for the bulk of basic metals production la Afrioa, 

primary products, such as copper wlrebar, predominate. 

Technological Trends 

Value Added Per Person.    This emphasis oa primary production of non-ferrous 

metals Is reflected In an exceptionally high level of value added per employee. 

Indeed, as shown In Table 2    , In ails respect Africa leads the world. 

1 
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Prospects and Plans.   In the steel sector, there are plans In varying stages of 

advancement In most countries of rae area.    Integrated works are planned or under 

construction In Algeria, Congo Kinshasa, Liberia, Mauretanla, Morocco, Nigeria, 

Rhodesia (extensions to existing plant), Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia.  Most are 

relatively small-scale developments, with capacities of less than 300,000 tons per 

annum.   However, In many projects the poor economics of small-scale production 

are offset by those of new techniques such as continuous casting. 

10 
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Development« m »crap furnace» and re-roll tag fecllltle» an planned or under 

oonetruotloninAlierU.Central African Republic, Congo Kinshasa, Ethiopia, Gabon, 

Ghana, Ivory Coaat, Kenya, Libya, Malawi, Morocoo, MOB ambique, Nigeria, 

Bhodssla, Senegal, Tansania and Tunlela.   There are, therefore, few countrlea la 

which eome form of development In the basic steel Industry Is not taking place, and 

over the next ten years (he hitherto somewhat sluggish rate of grow» In stesi output 

In Africa la likely to quicken. 

In non-ferroui metals expansion Is siso likely to continue, tod by renewed 

the copper Industry of Congo (Klnshsss). 

in 
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DEVELOPING COUNTRIES - SUMMARY 

Hitherto , aie economice of steel production have tended to confine major developments 

In stselmaklng to India and a few Latin American countries.    In other countries the 

basic metals sector Is relatively undeveloped, as far as Iron and steel goes, 

and (bere Is still heavy reliance on Imports.    In normal circumstances such Imports, 

die products of larger-scale production In developed countries, will be far cheaper 

than the home-made product.    But as Imports they are, of course, a drain on scarce 

resources of foreign exchange;  and Importing countries are vulnerable to the cyclical 

shortages to which the steel Industry Is prone (mere Is, for example, a shortage at 

present of merchant reinforcing rods).      At the same time, the economics ot primary 

production of steel are changing, with technological developments (such as continuous 

casting), and small-scale production Is becoming less expensive.   These factors are 

tending to Improve steel's position In the development plan priorities of many countries. 

It Is not, of course, without competitors In this -    In many countries, agricultural 

development now receives, If It has not always done so, prior attention - but the 

coming decade Is likely to see past growth-rates In ferrous metals activity exceeded 

In developing countries generally, and In Africa In particular. 

In i non-ferrous metals the developing countries are already major suppliers to world 

markets In copper, zinc, tin etc.   Production In tonnage terms can be expected to 

grow with Increasing demand, both overseas and at home, and a higher proportion of 

value (within the limits of the sector) Is likely to be added In countries of origin. 

II 
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DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES 
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Output.    The developed countries, taking these to Include North Amerio«, Wettern 

Europe, Yugoslavia, Japan, Israel and South Africa, still account for a massive taro 

third» of the world total of value added In the basic metals sector.  The proportion has 

declined slightly, from 68 to 66 per cent, In the 1960-1968 period, due mainly to 

the faster growth-rate achieved In centrally planned economies.    However,   In volume 

terms, In terms of primary production of the various metals, the developed market 

economies have an even bigger share of world output, and one mat has, In many metals, 

declined hardly at all over the study period.   The salient figures are set out In the 

table below. 

Developed Market Economies' Share of 
World* Primary Metal Production 

I960 196» 
Pig-Iron 6S.1 62.S 
Steel 70.8 69.9 
Aluminium 80.0 74.8 
Copper 49.0 50.7 
Zinc 78.0 74.S 
Tin 84.8 86.1 
Lead 65.2 69.5 
Nickel 70.4 68.1 

a Excluding China, N. Korea, N. Vtetaam. 
Source: U.N. Annual Abstract of Statistics, 
World Metal Statistic«. 

It can he seen from the table mat the only metal In whloh the developed economies' 

share of output ha« fallen to any great extent In the 1960-1969 period Is aluminium, 

in which the centrally planned economies have made rapid progress.    They have still 

a long way to catoh up In this metal, however; at nearly three quarters of world 

output In 1969, the developed economies' share of primary aluminium production Is 

the largest In any of the major metals. 

IS 
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Among the developed economies, the country with the faeteet growth-rate, In almoat 

every direction, haa been Japan.      By 1965 Japan had overtaken We at Germany aa 

the second largest steel producer In the group; In 1969 It produced almoat twice aa 

much steel as West Germany, and nearly two thirds as much as the U.S.    The U.S. 

Is still by a long way the major producer of aluminium, accounting for over half of 

output among developed economies; but here too, Japan's contribution haa Increased 

rapidly, to the point where It la likely to overtake Canada as the second largest 

producer within the next five years or so. 

Employment.   As can be seen from the data presented In Table 5   ,  employment 

In basic metals production has remained virtually static In the developed market group. 

In Europe, Indeed, there has been a decline In employment since 1963, offset by slight 

increases In North America and elsewhere. 

Trade.     In general, as the UNECE's World Trade in Steel and Steel Demand In 

Developing Countries points out (p. 47),  trade In steel Is Influenced :more by the 

supply/demand situations In Industrialised countries than by those In developing countries; 

In other words, It Is a relatively unimportant feature when compared to Internal 

activity. 

Among developed market economies, the U.S. Is a major net Importer of Ingots, 

semis and finished products In steel, to the extent of 6.1 million tonnes In 1969 

(Imports 10.2 million, exports 4.1 million tonnes).    The bulk of Imports came from 

other developed countries (Europe and Japan); In trade with the rest of the world, 

the U.S. Is a net exporter, to the extent of 1 million tonnes In 1969.   The other two 

main trading groupa within the bloc, the EC8C and Japan, are both major net exporters. 

The position In 1969 for the major members of the bloc la summarised In the following 

table. 

14 



(uniti : million tonnea) 

Importa Exporta Net Exporta 
Total     External Total     External Total     External 

U.S. 10.2       0.5 4.1         1.5 -8.1         1.0 
ECSC 22.6       1.4 31.7         4.2 9.1         2.8 
Japan 0.1       0.1 12.6         6.4 12.5         6.3 
U.K. 2.1       0.3 3.2         1.0 1.1         0,7 
Total External Trade 2.3 13.1 10.8 

Source:    The Iron and Steel Induatry In 1969 OECD 1970. 

In moat non-ferrous metala the position la quite different, the developed countries 

being major net importers from developing countries of primary metals auch aa copper 

and zinc. 

In 1968, for example (Hie latent year for which reliable figures are available), Imports 

of blister and refined copper by the developed countries from the rest of the world 

totalled 2,044,500 tonnes, and exporta 742,700 tonnea. 

Consumption.    In 1969 apparent consumption of crude steel In the developed countries 

rose to 355.1 million tonnes, giving an average annual growth-rate since 1960 of 5.6 per 

cent.    This is also, by no coincidence (steel consumption having an Intimate relationship 

with economic activity generally),   In line with economic trends In the group of 

developed countries on a whole.   Over three years to 1969 growth In steel consumption has 

been accelerating:   the year-to-year Increases In 1966-67, 1987-68 and 1968-69 were 

3.9 per cent,   6.3 per cent and 9.7 per cent respectively.    However, It seems probable 

that since 1969 consumption haa failed to sustain thla acceleration. 

The developed economies consume rather less Iron and steel than (hey produce.  In 

some non-ferrous metala, the reverse la the caae.  In copper, for example, they 

account for nearly 80 per cent of world consumption compared to their 50.7per cent share of 

production.    The group aleo consumée aubatantlally more tin and alno than it produces. 

15 



la aluminium the developed countries are »eIf-sufficient, but substantial quantities 

are traded within the area (Canada and Norway being the principal exporters). 

Consumption has grown more rapidly than most non-ferrous metals, at an annual rate 

averaging 8.5 per cent In the past five years, compared to 2.2 per cent for copper. 

Technological Trends 

Types of Product.   Most of the countries Included In the group have steel Industries 

producing   a full  range of products, and trends In output have naturally followed 

those In the major consuming sectors - motor vehicles and other consumer durables, 

shipbuilding, building construction, capital goods etc.   Among European countries, 

thin sheet and hot-rolled strip have over the past nine years led the field with annual 

growth-rates averaging between 7 and 8 per cent, followed by unlversals and heavy 

plate.      Tlnplate, wire rod and sections have also been In demand, but growth-rates 

have been more sluggish, at around 4 per cent annually.    3y comparison, growth In 

all products In Japan has been explosive.  Tlnplate and blackplate, the slowest-moving 

product, has averaged over 8 per cent growth since I960; while the fastest-growing 

sectors, thin sheet and hot-rolled strip, shot up f»t rates averaging over 18 per cent 

annually.  Thin sheet and sections were the main growth sectors In the U.S. and Japan. 

Non-ferrous metals are less versatile (polymorphous might be a better word) than 

steel, and there has been less development within the overall output trend than there 

has been In the steel Industry.    For the future, It Is possible that production of non- 

ferrous metals (particularly copper) In powder form for fabrication by stnterlng 

techniques may become Important. 

Value Added Per Person.    From the figures set out In Table  2   it can be 

seen that productivity In the sector as a whole has been Improving steadily, at a 

rate averaging 4.3 per cent over the eight years to 1988.  Within the socio-economic 

group, productivity in Europe, as can be seen In the table,   is significantly lower than 

elsewhere. 

16 
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Investment Trends 

la Europe, the period opened with an Investment boom In the eteel Industry.   This 

came to an end In 1963, and for the next five years In moat countries Investment declined. 

A recovery began In 1968, and this has since continued; but the levels of Investment 

are still well below those of eight years, ago. 

In the U. 8., by contrast, 1969 marked a slight falllng-off In what had hitherto been a 

generally rising trend of Investment.   In Japan, Investment has continued to Increase 

at a rate (28 per cent In 1969) far above the other countries In the group. 

Prospects and Haas 

Two broad trends have been observed1 la the steel Industries of As developed market 

economies, which are likely to persist over the next five years and possibly the next 

ten years.     Among established steel producers, there la a trend towards large-scale 

Integrated steelworks, and away from smaller shops and works without steelmaklng 

plant.   Among newer producers (notably Japan), growth In larger units has been 

accompanied by growth In smaller enterprises. In either case, there has been an 

Increase In (he number of large works:   In the E CSC countries and Japan, for 

example, there were only two steelworks with capacities largor than 3 million tons 

a year In 1961.   The number had risen to 10  In 1966 and to 18 In 1969. 

1   See The Iron and Steel Industry in 1969,    01001976. 
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CENTRALLY PLANNED I COHOSHES 

AB observation which applies to virtually «vary part of this ohapter aad which may 

therefore bo made at the outaot, to avoid constant repltltlon la tha enormous pra- 

ponderanue of tha U.8.8.R. among tha centrally planned eoonomlei (If China la 

excluded).    Tha Soviet Union's share of almost every total quoted la the tables 

which follow  comes to 70 per cent or over, and the disparity In alia with the next 

larfsst In the bloc has no parallel In the other two bloca. 

Output»   As a group, the centrally planned economies have Increased their 

production of basic metala la value turna at a faster rate than any other.   The 

Index of output by value shown In Table 4 Impllea an average annual growth-rate of 

nearly 6 par cant, compared with 3.5 per cent for developed market economies. 

Even so, the group's output, as shown In Table 2    la still only half that of the 

developed economies. The contribution of the bloc to world output (excluding that 

of China) of the various major metals In tonnage tarma la summarised In the 

following table. 

Production of Basic Metals In Centrally Planned 
Economies 1980 and 1969 (per cent of world produotton) 

ISSO 1969 
Plglron and farro alloys SS. 8 SS. 6 
Steel SS. 8 36.6 
Aluminium 18.0 80.4 
copper IS. 8 16. S 
line SS.S 18.7 
Lead 11. 8 S0.9 
Tin ss.o 17.6 
Nickel IT.O SI.6 
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Apart from the increased Aar« of aluminium output and, to a lasier extent, copper, 

the tabla shows little change In the planned economies' share of output.   It follows 

that the highest growth-rate in output value referred to above must have arisen 

from Increased unit value of products. 

employment.   Total employment In basic metals production, and Indices Illustratine; 

trends since I960, are set out In Tables 1 and 5.    From mese, It can be seel 

mat, like the developing countries but In contrast to the developed market eoonomles, 

employment bas taken on a steadily rising trend through the period. 

Trade,   To a pester extent than either of the two other blocs,   the centrally 

planned economies are self-sufficient In steel, and trade little with other countries. 

Within the group, however, Hiere has been a substantial growth In trade In steel. 

In 1965 this accounted for 11.1 per cent of world steel, compared win 8.1 par 

In I960. 

Like the developed market eoonomles, however, the planned economies are sub- 

stantial net Importers of certain non-ferrous metals, notably copper. 

Consumption.   With little outside trade In Iron and steel, It follows that treads in 

apparent consumption have followed those of production.     This Is not lis osse In 

many non-ferrous metals, where Imports play an important part in supplies and 

Aluminium consumption has Increased at an average 6.9 per cent annually over 

5 years to 1969, or at a slightly lower rate than the 8.3 per cent world rate. 

Copper consumption has grown more rapidly than elsewhere, by an average of 4.5 

per cent, compared with 2 8 per cent In developed market economies.   A possible 

reason for this Is that substitution of copper by aluminium In electrical products 

has not proceeded as far as in the developed market eoonomles. 
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Technological Treads 

Bangs of Products.   The basic metals Motor Is very fully developed la each of 

the constituent countries of the bloc, and a full range of ferrous and non-ferrous 

products Is produced.   However, there are significant differences In the product 

pattern from that found In most developed market econlmles, as the following 

table Illustrates. 

Steel Industry Product Patterns In 
the U.8.8.R. and In Developed Market Iconomles  
(per cent of total output) 

U.8.S.R. Developed 
Products Economies Market Economies 
Tube semis 5.6 3.7 
Rail track mats 4.4 l.S 
Heavy sections ) ... (8.0 
Light sections ) ( 2v¡4 
Strip 8.T 7.5 
Sheets<5mm 21.1     ^ 8 mm    27.6 
Sheets > 5 mm 11.7     ) 3 mm    18.1 
Wire rod 8.7 8.8 
Wheels, centres etc. 1.1 0.2 
Other rolled products 0.8 4.4 
Total hot rolled products 100.0 100.0 

Notes:  1 1967 Source: UNE CE 
2  1969 Source: OECD. 

The main differences which emerges from the above table are the higher proportions 

of sections and rail track and other material la the U.8.S.R. (43.3 per cent, 

compared with 29.9 per cent) and Hie correspondingly lighter emphasis on flat 

products. 

Plans and Prospects.   In the U.8.8.R. In particular, and In the bloc as a whole, 

the prospect Is one of continued steady growth.   Activity In the U.S.S.U. steel 

Industry In the first six months of 1970 was running between 5 and 7 per cent 

ahead of the 1969 level.   Longer-term, prospects should be regarded In the 
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context of the change la Inveetmeat empánate, from heavy laduetry aad capital geoda, 

toward! agricultural development aad ooneumer food*.    Tata will not produoc rapid 

changea in product patterna, but la tha longer term it acema probable that flat 

produota will Inoraaaa la Importance at tba expenae of haavy eeotioaa and rail 

producta.   In noa-ferroua metala, there la llkaly to be ooatlaued rapid growth la 

aluminium production aad use, and a oorreepondlag alackealng la demand for 
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WORLD SUMMARY 

In value term«, activity lu UM basic mátala sector has grown at an annial rat« 

averaging exactly 4 per cent in the eight years to 1968 in the world as a whole . 

Ai might be expected of a sector so central to the economic life of most nations, 

mis li closely similar to ONP trends. 

Within the global total, the developed market economies have had, on average, the 

lent growth rate, averaging some 3.5 per cent.   Within this group again there are 

wide differences in national growth rates, with Japan's basic metals Industry roaring 

ahead at rates of 15 per cent and over, and at or near the other end of the scale the 

United Kingdom, where growth has been hardly noticeable by comparison.    In 

spite of their modest overall average growth, the developed economies still account 

for a massive 62.5 per cent share of the total. 

The developing countries, starting from a much smaller base - only 4.2 per cent of 

world output in 1960 - have had a more vigorous rate of growth, averaging 4.2 per 

cent per annum.    Within the group, the Asian countries generally, and India in 

particular, have developed most rapidly, and the African countries least.    The 

coming decade, however, is likely to see an acceleration in activity in Africa. 

The fastest average growth rate of the three major socio-economic groupings 

has been achieved by the centrally planned economies, at 4.9 per cent over the 

1960-1968 period.    Physical output of basic metals within the group has grown much 

more slowly than this, from which it follows that growth has largely been in terms 

of unit value added. 

This distinction leads to an observation which is worth making about the nature 

of activity within the ISIC Basic Metals sector.    In some countries activity is largely 

confined to the primary production of metal from locally produced ores.    A large 

part of value added in Afrloa comes within this heading.    At the other end of the 

l.^ 
I 

1 Excluding China, N. Vietnam, N. Korea. 
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range of activity defined by the KG sector comea fabrication Into baaic «napes and 

form«.     Among developed «oonomlaa, activity of thla kind predominata», and 

th« developed economi«« tend to be importer« of «molted non -fer roua metala from 

developing countrlee of steel «ernia.    Thla feature of world trade in metala (which 

I« not, It should be «aid, a dominating element in world trade, which consista to 

a vary large extent of exchange« within th« developed market economy group) Is 

likely to change In the coming decade, to the extent that the value added in developing 

countries is expected to increase.   As a result copper, for example, may leave Africa 

In A« form of wire a« well a« «imple wlrebar; and the coming decade will see the 

eeUbilahment of «mall -«cale ateel work« in a number of developing countries.    This 

second development has been facilitated by recent development« m ferrous metallurgy, 

notably by such development« a« continuous casting, which eliminate« at a stroke some 

of the more expensive Items of standard steelwork« equipment.    Other development«, 

notably In ameltlng (direct reduction) are likely to accelerate thla trend In improving 

the economics of small-«cale steel production. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1   .    Industrial Employment in Basic Metal 
Industries by Region and Socio-Economic Grouping 
(unit: '000) 

1960 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
1.  Asia 419 599 654 676 674 689 
2.   Latin America 343 360 385 388 457 408 
3.  Africa 16 22 25 29 28 27 
4.   Developing Countries8 

(Adjusted total)0 815 1,027 1,114 1,144 1,213 1,177 
5.   Europe 2,585 2,625 2,661 2,701 2,639 2,531 2,507 
6.   Developed 

market economies 4,592 4,663 4,788 4,895 4,894 4,767 4,753 
7.   Centrally planned 

economies 1,923 2,111 2,174 2,238 2,288 2,360 
8.  World 7,330 7,801 8,076 8,277 8,395 8,304 

a Total of 1+2+3.     b Total of 4+6+7. 
data is unavailable. 

c Including estimates for countries for which 

Table 2   .   Value Added Per Person Engaged in Basic Metal 
Industries by Region and Socio-Economic Grouping 
(U. S. $ per person) 

1960 1963 1994 1965 1966 1967 1968 
1.   Asia 983 1,058 1,036 1,062 1,184 1,193 
2.   Latin America 2,431 2,847 3,067 3,159 2,792 3,139 
3.  Africa 9,937 6,454 6,200 5,448 6,250 6,740 
4.   Developing Countriesa 1,711 1,753 1,807 1,837 1,856 1,928 
5.   Europe 3,602 3,601 4,001 4,150 4,183 4,425 4,951 
6.   Developed 

market economies 4,922 5,318 5,905 6,107 6,263 6,394 6,893 
7.   Centrally planned 

economies 4,773 5,533 5,801 6,099 6,460 6,737 
8.  Worldb 4,526 4,907 5,312 5,515 5,680 5,858 

a  Total of 1+2+3.   b Total of 4+6+7. 

Table 3   .   Output by Region and Socio-Economic Grouping 
in the Basic Metal Industries (1960-1968) 
(Unit: mn US$) 

1960 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1966 
1.   Asia 402 634 678 718 801 822 885 
2.   Latin America 834 1,025 1,181 1,226 1,276 1,281 1,438 
3.  Africa 159 142 155 158 175 167 182 
4.   Developing countries* > • - - 

(adjusted total)0 1,395 1,801 2,014 2,102 2,252 2,270 2,505 
5.   Europe 9,313 9,453 10,648 11,210 11,038 11,201 12,414 
6.   Developed 

market economies 22,605 24,798 28,276 29,896 30,656 30,482 32,763 
7.   Centrally planned 

economies 9,179 11,682 12,613 13,650 14,782 15,901 17,152 
8.  Worldb 33,179 38,281 42,903 45,648 47,690 48,653 52,420 

a Total of 1+2+3.   b   Total of 4+6+7. c Including estimates for countries for which nA 

data is unavailable. ¿* 



Ubi. miSSi}i!SL^a-JBsMi¡i-StBsi-ffi^*¡^r 
(Valu« index, 1968 « 100) 

1960 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
Asi«» 69.0 119.S 122.5 139.4 168.9 190.7 
Latin America 81.4 115.2 119.6 121.5 125.0 140.3 
Africa^" 111.9 109.1 111.2 123.2 117.6 128.1 
Developing Countries*0 77.5 111.8 116.7 126.0 126.0 139.1 
Europe 98.5 112.6 118.5 116.7 118.4 131.3 
Developed Market Economies 91.2 114.0 120.6 123.6 122.9 132.1 
Centrally Planned Economie! 78.5 107.9 116.8 126.5 136.1 146.8 
WORLD0 86.7 112.1 119.2 124.6 127.1 136.9 

a.    Excluding Japan,    b.    Excluding 8. Africa,    c.    Excluding China, N. Vietnam, 
N. Korea. 
Source: UNIDO. 

(1963 « 100) 

19J0 im 1966 1966 1967 1968 
Aeia* 69.9 109.2 112.9 112.5 115.0 
Latin America 96.3 106.9 107.8 126.9 113.3 118.7 
Africab 72.7 113.6 131.8 127.2 122.7 
Developing Countries 79.4 108.5 111.4 118.1 114.6 
Europe 98.4 101.3 102.8 100.5 96.4 96.5 
Developed Market Economiei 98.5 102.7 105.0 105.0 102.2 101.9 
Centrally Planned Economies0 91.0 102.9 106.0 108.3 111.7 
WORLD0 94.0 103.5 106.1 107.6 106.4 

a.    Excluding Japan. 
N. Korea. 
Souroe: UNIDO. 

b.    Excluding S. Africa,    c.    Excluding China, N. Vietnam, 

J. NTS     AWO/AZ      S. 11.70. 
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